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A Letter From The Editor:
“How does a body figure on its surface the very invisibility of its hidden depth?”
Judith Butler

When I was two weeks old, my ears were pierced. Although it may
seem controversial, this is considered procedure for baby girls born to a
Cuban family. This modification meant more than looking cute in all
the pictures; it was a cultural identifier, a tradition. It made me a part of
something bigger. When I was 14 years old, I got a nose piercing. I had
just finished eighth grade at a school with a strict dress/appearance
code. Although looking back it seems silly, those rules were suffocating
at the time. I pierced my nose as a form of self-expression. When I was
18, I spontaneously got an industrial

piercing. At the time I was suffering from severe PTSD; I felt completely out of control. I used the
piercing as a way to feel like I had a choice, even if only for an hour.
Four months later, I got fired for being too good at my job. Probably for being queer, too. The next
day I got my first tattoo.
When I was 19, I got two dragons tattooed on my chest. They serve as a reminder to keep fighting the
way my mother raised me to. They are a reminder of all I have resisted.
Body modifications, body hair, and alternative ways of appearing serve a different purpose for

every person. For some, they are cultural identifiers or traditions. For some, they are a form of selfexpression. For some, they are a way to take control of their bodies, or symbolic reminders. For some, they
are a form of resistance.
Judith Butler wrote on the significance of the body and flesh. She refers to Foucault describing the body
as a “...scene of cultural inscription: ‘the body is the inscribed surface of events (Butler, 437).” In this same
piece, she writes, “The figure of the interior soul understood as ‘within’ the body is signified through its
inscription on the body…” Although Foucault and Butler were not necessarily speaking about tattoos,
piercings, and body hair, we interpret their words as proof that these things can signify something greater,
from history to a representation of your soul.
Gayle Rubin wrote, “[W]e are not only oppressed as women, we are oppressed by having to be
women, or men as the case may be (Rubin, 252).” This idea of oppression through having to be something is what we
attempt to resist through this work.
We publish this magazine “BECAUSE doing/reading/seeing/hearing cool things that validate and challenge us can
help us gain the strength and sense of community that we need in order to figure out how bullshit like racism, ablebodyism, ageism, speciesism, classism, thinism, sexism, antisemitism, and heterosexism figures in our own lives
(Bikini Kill, 478).”
Presence is for those who use their bodies as resistance. For those who use their appearances to stray from
dominant standards of what they are told they have to be. Welcome to our community.
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That Up!
THE STIGMA AROUND BODY
MODIFICATION AND BODY ART
AS A FORM OF RESISTANCE
WRITTEN BY SAGE REYNOLDS

varying from culture to
culture — of people adding
marks to their bodies. This
article, however, will focus
on tattoos.
In Street Art of
Resistance, Awad and
Wagoner describe how the
word ‘tattoo’ “comes from
‘tatua,’ a Samoan/Tahitian
word for mark.” They
continue to write more

We all have marks on our

bodies that distinguish us from
others: birthmarks, freckles,
stretch marks, wrinkles, veins,
moles, scars, and much more.
Some people show these unique
marks while others do their best
to hide them. Some people
define their bodies through their
marks while others don’t even
recognize the freckles on their
backs or birthmarks on their
butts. The idea that we can add
body marks through body modification —
“altering the body via adornments” — can
frighten, disgust, intrigue, or gratify people, it all
depends on the person (Hill et al). The body as a
canvas is an idea that some people live by, and
in those cases the body modification choice
options are endless. Body piercing, pearling,
micro dermal implants, plastic surgery, neck
rings, teeth blackening, and tattooing are all
examples — with the amount of participation
4

about skin rather than

tattoos: “...skin is the most intimate of
boundaries, a membrane at the margin of your
identity, something that the ‘self’ lies within: skin
is the organ we wear on the outside as armor — a
surface in a world of surfaces” (Awad and
Wagoner 227). Depending on social, personal,
spatial, and temporal contexts, tattoos behave in
different ways. For instance, a record from when
tattoos were first observed in Samoa states:
“[E]veryone is marked thus in different parts of
his body accordingly, maybe to his humor or
different circumstances of his life.” On another
note, “In 1902, “Century Dictionary” described
tattoos as “found on sailors and uncivilized
people or as a sentence of punishment” (Awad
and Wagoner 227).
Today, in the United States, tattoos have
grown immensely in popularity. For example,
“36% of Americans between the ages of 18 and 29
have at least one tattoo” and the United States
itself has more than 20,000 tattoo parlors
(Tattoo Statistics, 2019). Tattoos have
transformed from an underground activity that
indicated deviance,

affiliation with gangs/mobs, or criminal activity to a competitive, multi-billion dollar
industry. For instance, according to Body Modifications in College Students: Considering
Gender, Self-Esteem, Body Appreciation, and Reasons for Tattoos: “the application of subcultural identity theory to body modifications may be relevant for individuals identifying
with deviant social groups, social learning theory may be more applicable for explaining the
more mainstream acquisition of and acceptance of tattoos” (Hill et al.). Tattoos are more
common than ever in the U.S. today; their popularity likely
won’t cease anytime soon.
However, despite the popularity and commonality of
tattoos, this type of body modification and expression is still
stigmatized, in some environments more than others. Even
showing your parents a tattoo you got can be an embarrassing,
scary endeavor. Tattoos in the professional world can face
extreme stigma. When employers assume a person’s level of
professionalism based on their body art, it is a form of
workplace discrimination. We are all born with

natural body marks; tattoos are unnatural, and
therefore, to some, “rebellious, irresponsible, and
unprofessional” (Brown). Workplace discrimination
against tattoos can come in many forms; some
employers may refuse to hire someone with tattoos,
others may have rules about hiding some or all
tattoos with clothes or bandages. In some extreme
cases, “Employees in the U.S. have been fired
because they didn’t cover their tattoos, or been
forced to resign because customers file complaints
about them” (Brown). Under U.S. law, there is no
protection against “appearance discrimination," or
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“discrimination based on body art,” and only a few local governments have protection over employees with
body art. Also, it is important to think about how age, race, class, and gender play a role in this discrimination.
For instance, “there is a very real disparity in who has body art – one study found that roughly 47% of
Hispanic and 33% of African-American respondents had body art, both well above the national average. Thus,
it is not hard to imagine that rigid policies against body art could disparately impact one or more protected
classes” (Kennedy). Additionally, many people consider their tattoos to be spiritual, religious, or a part of their
ethnic or racial identity, therefore judging a person’s worth based on their tattoos may come off as
discrimination against one’s race, ethnicity, religion, or spiritual affiliation. There are many layers other than
the look of body art when examining ‘tattooism’ — discrimination against a person because of their tattoos.
Andrea Gonzales, the owner of a small piercing shop, has an idea about the reason behind some of this
stigma. Gonzales states: “I think a lot of people have this stigma about us [with modifications] being tough and
hard and rough around the edges and stuff,” Gonzales said. “Personally I love breaking the stigma because I
could go on and talk forever, I’ll laugh with anyone, I’ll tell a joke to anyone, so I think it kind of throws people
off how friendly I am because they expect me to be super standoffish.” Body modifications
have always been a part of Gonzales’ story, but she had trouble knowing how to
fulfill this desire. She grew up in an extremely conservative, Mexican home
where her mother thought that people with body modifications looked like they
were dressing up for Halloween, so Gonzales was fearful of judgment and
gaining approval from her family. Gonzales became the misfit of her family and
got used to people stereotyping her as intimidating. Despite this stigma,
Gonzales resisted familial, social, and societal norms because “For me, if I had to
hide myself all of the time, I would go crazy,” Gonzales said. “I feel like this
is who I am, this is what I want to be, this
is part of my story.”
So how can having body
modifications such as tattoos, be a form
of body activism and resistance? No
matter the stigma, tattoos will always be
man-made ink added to one’s skin; this
can be seen as unnatural and therefore
resistant to body norms. Mindy Fenske,
in her article “Movement and Resistance:
(Tattooed) Bodies and Performance,”
adds discourse to this narrative around
body resistance, she says: “when the parts
of the body unite in their active
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potential for movement… The movement is not designed to
intentionally resist discourse; rather it illustrates the
inherent incapacity of discourse to control the
performance of the body's materiality as well as the
potential for the body to act out through discursive
control” (Fenske). Fenske brings up this idea of control; the
actual tattoo(s) are not a form of resistance but rather
recognizing the body’s modifiability and taking control of
the materiality of the body is perhaps more of an act of
resistance and deviance from social norms. Judith Butler,
in “From Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of
Identity,” continues this discussion of performance when

comparing performativity and performance. Performativity is the rule or
how it should be while performance has the potential to be resistant.
Taking control of the performance of the body makes space for resistance
rather than sticking with the performativity, or the prefigured roles and
rules of the body (Butler 442).
Resistance varies from person to person. Micheal Atkinson discusses
this variety of resistance in terms of gender. In his article/study “Pretty in

Ink: Conformity, Resistance, and Negotiation in Women’s Tattooing,"
he argues that “women’s tattoos are layered with culturally established, resistant, and negotiated
images of femininity” (Atkinson 232). Within a heteronormative, cis-gendered society, women may
feel pressure to modify their bodies for the pleasure of the man (hairless, small waist, big boobs,
unblemished, etc.). For instance, According to Betty Friedan, in the mid-1900s, women would refuse
cancer treatment because it was said to be unfeminine and also “eat a chalk called Metrecal instead
of food” to shrink their waits” (Friedan 173). So, for some women, according to Atkinson, making
individual decisions to body-modify through tattooing can be a mechanism of resistance to feminine
norms. Merely challenging the association between masculinity and tattooing may be a form of
resistance and activism within itself.
This idea of control may be the very essence of how tattoos can be a form of resistance. Fenske and

Atkinson could be in conversation about mechanisms of resistance. First, Fenske encourages people to
recognize the body’s modifiability and therefore take control of its materiality. Taking control of your own
body, using personal autonomy, and therefore self-governing your body is a form of resistance against the
social norms within a heteronormative, cis-gendered society that Atkinson speaks to. We are all born with
natural birthmarks, but the stigma still surrounds how humans decide to mark their skin. When something is
stigmatized, room for resistance opens up — resistance against social and gendered norms, against workplace
discrimination, and stereotypes around people with body art.
PRESENCE / DECEMBER 2019
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Grow That Shit Like a Jungle:
PUBIC
PUBIC HAIR
HAIR AND
AND SELF
SELF PERCEPTION
PERCEPTION

I

n her 2016 book Plucked: A History of Hair

Written by Halle Schall

they do, then it must be immediately annihilated,”

Removal, author and professor Rebecca Herzig

as 22-year-old Amber put it. In other words, they

aptly remarks that “in the contemporary United

were taught from a young age that there is a

States, few practices are as taken for granted as

specific way women’s bodies must look and that

the deliberate removal of body hair (9).” Singer

they must work to achieve that image. This is true

Amanda Palmer brings this into the spotlight in

for weight and shape as well, as there are sex-based

her song Map of Tasmania, a clever reference to

standards of what women are supposed to look like

the shape of her groin, which advocates for free-

in order to be validated in their gender identity.

flying pubic hair. There’s no shortage of women

These are standards Judith Butler has examined at

who wish to “grow that shit like a jungle.” In

length. She writes that the “‘body’ often appears to

2017, Ali Drucker wrote an article for

be a passive medium that is signified by an

Cosmopolitan describing exactly why in “6

inscription from a cultural source figured as

Women Get Real AF About Why They Stopped

‘external’ to the body (436).” The cultural sources

Removing Their Pubic Hair,” in which she

that insist that women shave their pubic

interviewed six women between the ages of 18

hair emerge from the expectation

and 31 about this choice. Several cite the

that they appear distinct from men.

amount of time and effort that goes into the
process as a deterrent, like Jennie, 31, who
reported that “truthfully, the reason I prefer

Amber, 22, said she began shaving
in middle school because “if you

didn’t, you were seen as

wearing my pubic hair in its natural state is

masculine. Over time, I learned

purely based on time and energy.” Crossing age

that how you look, or what you

lines, Abbey, 18, said she “prefer[s] to wear [her]

wear, or how much hair you have

pubic hair natural mainly because grooming it

doesn’t define who you are as an

and maintaining it can be hard to keep up with,

individual…I can still feel girly,

and sometimes inconvenient.”

and sexy, and powerful even, with

Five of the six women interviewed recalled
that they “came out of the womb [knowing] that
women don’t have [body] hair, and if
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an entire bush.”

The notion of empowerment through the

Smolak and Muren investigated the reasons so

decision not to shave was recurrent in Drucker’s

many women participated in pubic hair removal

interviews. Four of the six women describe this

and found that women who regularly removed

choice as liberatory in one way or another. Abbey

their pubic hair experienced a higher degree of

said she thought “the 'natural style' is coming

self-consciousness and felt they needed to

back because, in today's society, women are

shave, pluck, or wax to appear attractive. The

standing up for themselves…some of the many

study also revealed that women removed all or

ways they protest is by not shaving their pubic

some of their pubic hair to conform with the

hair.” Echoing Abbey’s theory of protest, other

perceived expectation that women remove all or

women link their decision not to shave directly to

some of their pubic hair. Regardless of the

relationships with men. Katie, 30, elaborated that

reasons to shave or not to shave, the women

“I also stopped because once, after my hair got a

surveyed both by Cosmo and Smolak and Muren

little wild down there, my boyfriend at the time

recognize the expectation that women remove

suggested that I go back to keeping up with it. I

their pubic hair. Why does this expectation

didn't really appreciate that he thought he should

exist? Returning to Judith Butler, another one of

have any input on how I kept my lady parts. That's

her theories is applicable. Regardless of whether

when I entirely boycotted any grooming of

a woman wants to shave, in order to feel verified

of my pubes.” Amber continues this

as a female, she needs to present herself in a

conversation by adding her opinion that

certain way, which includes removing her body

"if [a partner] ever asked me to change

hair. “In other words,” Butler writes, “acts,

my pubic hair 'style,' I would ask them

gestures, and desire produce the on the surface

to reconsider their relationship status.

of the body, through the play of signifying

If someone is not comfortable with

absences that suggest, but never reveal, the

something as insignificant as body hair,

organizing principle of identity as a cause. Such

then they’re not ready to be in a

acts, gestures, enactments, generally

relationship.”

constructed, are performative in the sense that

These women all make solid points,

the essence or identity that they otherwise

but by and large, they are in the

purport to express are fabrications

minority. According to a study

manufactured and sustained through corporeal

conducted in 2011, nearly 70% of 148

signs and other discursive means (441, original

women surveyed reported habitually

emphasis).”

removing all or some of their pubic hair
(Smolak and Muren, 511)

This quote can be broken down to analyze
the practice of pubic hair removal. Butler is
saying gender itself (the way one identifies)
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has no inherent meaning

states her goal as an “attempt to show that

attached to sex (one’s

women who wish for masculinity may put on a

biology). Certain

mask of womanliness to avert anxiety and

characteristics are

retribution feared from men (146).” To

assigned to different

investigate this, she followed the behavior of a

genders (men and women

woman who worked in advertising. When

specifically, here) to

speaking publicly, Riviére noted that this

separate them, in part to

woman experienced a large degree of

maintain men’s
purported superiority. Butler takes issue with

nervousness despite her talent. After her oral

this in her conception of the body as influenced

some attention or complimentary notice from

by culture. In the United States, it is expected

a man or men at the close of the proceedings

that women actively work to distinguish

in which she had taken a part or been the

themselves from men by removing masculine

principal figure (147).” Riviére goes on to

aspects. This is a process that requires

categorize this crusade for reassurance from

repetition and constant self-surveillance, which

men into two themes: general compliments

supports what Butler theorizes as gender

and, more importantly, “indirect reassurance

performativity. In this theory, she claims gender

of the nature of sexual attentions from these

is an act one performs at all times to try and live

men.” In her summary, Riviére writes that

up to standards for what their gender is

“womanliness therefore [can] be assumed and

expected to look and act like. In the case of

worn as a mask [by women], both to hide the

removing pubic hair, this is a time-consuming

possession of masculinity and to avert the

and painful trial. This is what Butler means

reprisals expected if she was found to possess

when she says gender is enacted “on the surface

it.”

of the body (441, original emphasis).”
It’s important not to look upon women as

reports, this woman’s anxiety led her to “seek

This woman’s fear of being perceived as
masculine stemmed from her desire to appear

passive bodies oppressed by the male gaze,

more feminine, which would make her feel

though. The Cosmopolitan article shows that

more secure in her gender identity and

there is no monolith when it comes to women’s

protect her from accusations that she is not

treatment of their pubic hair, and furthermore,

“ladylike.” She worries she is not performing

women are capable of making hair removal

her gender well enough, to bring Butler’s

work for them. In her article “Womanliness as a

theory of gender performativity back into

Masquerade,” Joan Riviére

focus. It doesn’t
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hurt to note that Riviére’s study was
published in 1929, compared to the Cosmo
article written nearly 90 years later.
Nonetheless, we can also relate this topic to
early feminist movements, such as the
stereotype of the man-hating feminist who
openly bared unshaven armpits and legs
during the Vietnam War era. Author Rebecca
Herzig notes that “women’s hairy underarms

Grow That Shit Like
a Jungle
Some girls want no shape and
they shave it all
That's so whacky, hurts with the
stubble
Walking round, look like an
eight year old

and shins were transformed into badges of

I say grow that shit like a jungle

political consciousness, and the ‘hairy

Give 'em something strong to

feminist’ into an enduring cultural icon (119).”

hold onto

With the backlash that came and continues to

Let it fly in the open wind

come against that stereotype, it’s no wonder

If it get too bushy you can trim

women today continue to self-police their
body hair in order to avoid attacks on their

-Amanda Palmer, Map of

womanhood.

Tasmania

The use of body hair removal remains a
popular way for a woman to confirm her
femininity to herself and others, but as the
women interviewed in the Cosmo article, it is
clearly not a requirement for a woman to feel
womanly. Ultimately, whether a woman wants
to “grow that shit like a jungle” or shave down
there, is up to her.
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The Hair Raiser.
The Hair Raiser is a discreet means of reaching the most hair-raising pleasure! This

vibrator takes the form of a razor, so you can leave it in the shower without the risk of
embarrassment from your friends and family. The Hair Raiser has multiple setting to
maximize your personal pleasure preferences and is 100% waterproof!

Suction tip for easy storage on the wall
of your shower

Faux blade for maximum secrecy, that
is 100% smooth to prevent any potential
dangers from occurring

Buy now for only $40!
Buy two and get the third free!

Power button with 5 different
intensity settings for optimal
The sweet, sweet vibrating tip that we

pleasure

all know and love

Visit https://www.thehairraiser.com to secure a guarenteed hair-raising
experience today!
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Meet

Tann Parker.

WRITTEN BY HALLE SCHALL

T

ann Parker, a 28-year old tattoo consultant from

Brooklyn, runs an Instagram titled Ink The Diaspora. This
account features Black tattoo artists and dark-skinned people
with tattoos and is also used to promote events. These events
center the work of Black tattoo artists in particular and offer
the opportunity for people with dark skin to get tattoos and
consultations from artists who look like them. Myths about
tattoos on dark skin are pervasive in the tattooing community,
resulting in the turning away of Black and brown clients and a
lack of reliable artists. Enter Parker’s specialization: connecting
clients with dark skin to tattoo artists who can properly tattoo
and take care of them.
An article in Bustle wrote in collaboration with artists
featured on Ink The Diaspora debunks four myths about
tattooing on dark skin. The first is that melanin-rich skin

The painful and degrading process people

cannot show colorful tattoos, when in fact colors must be

with melanin-rich skin often go through to

tailored to all skin tones and shades. Depending on whether

attain tattoos creates the problem Ink The

someone’s skin tone is warm or cool, colors will show up

Diaspora addresses. Through it, Parker

differently. The presence of melanin is a factor that needs to be

debunks these myths by showcasing artists

considered but isn’t a disqualification from color tattoos. The

who prove dark skin is a perfect canvas for

second myth claims that dark skin isn’t capable of showing

beautiful artwork. When artists or clients

detailed designs, like those with many lines or stippling. Bustle

submit pictures of their tattoos to be featured

reports that “some clients find themselves being told that the

on Ink The Diaspora’s Instagram, Parker asks

darker they are, the simpler the tattoo has to be to be legible

that they explain the meaning of their tattoo

against their skin tone.” Like the case of color on melanin-rich

or their experience of giving it. These clients’

skin, the success of a tattoo depends on artistic considerations

narratives often describe their tattoo(s) as

that go into the design, such as its contrast and scale. The third

acts of self-love or reminders of important

myth is that dark skin is more likely to scar and keloid as a

events or mentalities, while the artists speak

result of tattoos, and Bustle quoted a client who was explicitly
guaranteed she would scar. This myth emerges from the fourth
myth Bustle cites: that because a client has melanin-rich skin, a
tattooer needs to use longer needles and overwork the skin.

The misunderstanding of dark skin and an artist’s lack
of skills and know-how to properly tattoo people with
dark skin creates violent conditions for people of color
looking to get inked.
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of the importance of offering a service to
people of color whose skin would not be as
revered as ideal canvass elsewhere. These
stories demonstrate why pages like Ink The
Diaspora are incredibly meaningful and
necessary.

Below is Halle's conversation with Tann edited for
length and clarity.
Halle: Can you run me through the timeline
of events that led to your founding of Ink
The Diaspora?
Tann: It was either 2016 or 2017, and at first the
intentions were to focus on something that I knew I
enjoyed and wanted to expand upon and talk about.
Once I decided that it was going to be focused on
tattoos, I just thought of what exactly I could talk
about, [and] what I could introduce that was new or
something that was not being spoken about. Shortly
after that, I made the Instagram page for it. I think I

too. It’s an opportunity that I’m
creating for them to meet these tattoo
artists to get tattooed by these artists. If
I can get the money I imagine for this
project, essentially it would be free
tattoo parties for Black skin and brown
skin people to collect tattoos…it’s a
reason why they want to come and get
tattooed at these events because they
now they’re going to be seeing people like
them and the people tattooing them will look
like them.

specified in the beginning that it would only be for

H: In terms of the online element,

self-identifying Black women and dark-skinned

how do you pick whose tattoos and

people, but then I changed the wording to be more

whose art you show?

inclusive to open it up for more folks to identify with it.

T: I would switch it up between artists to have
it be a better mix rather than this rigid like, oh,

H: Ink The Diaspora supports events as a

it’s the same thing over and over again. Then I

big part of the account. Why is that so

started getting more submissions from tattoo

important to you?

artists on clients with darker skin, and clients

T: Throughout my career I’ve tried to focus on

sending me their tattoos to post as well. I’ll

organizing events that bring either Black artists, but

also ask the clients to write something to go

specifically Black queer artists, to the front and give

with the post because I want to encourage a

them space and more opportunities, and I’ve seen how

storytelling aspect to this page. I would say

valuable those experiences are. I feel like with the

that I [try] to prioritize people in my

events for Ink the Diaspora, I wanted to go past just

community, like queer people are who I want

being [online] so that I have a solid place where people

to focus on for the page, and tattoos being seen

can find info. It’s just a way for me to bring it into real

on them. They usually reach out to me or I’ll

life and be physically in the space with the people that

ask someone if it’s a particular tattoo that I

the page is meant to help, and the artists

saw. I’m trying not to post non-Black or nonpeople of color tattoo artists. So the posting

and getting submitted is a mix of artists and
clients, or other people tagging me on a post or
sending it directly to me.

19

H: I saw that you spoke about Ink The Diaspora at the Women’s Center of Vassar
College. Can you talk about what that experience was like?
T: The person who reached out [to me] worked there. It was an open event for students to come by, other stuff
was going around but they were plugging in other things and this

was one of them. It was such a nice intimate gathering of a
handful of students. I wanted to touch on historical tattooing, not

modern tattooing with [all its advancements]. I talked about where it
was first practiced, how Egyptian communities and cultures were
practicing tattooing and the oldest findings of tattooed peoples were
Egyptian. To reconnect people to the act of tattooing and how it was
purposeful, like in the army with your family crest or something, or
your religion in case your body was found so they could trace things
and know stuff about you. The Egyptians were tattooing women so
[they] could be more fertile. The tattoos were to help with giving birth
and fertility. And tattoos were found other places, like on the Ice Man.
His body was older than some Egyptian bodies and had tattoos, and
the tools used were old…he had dots on his wrists going up his
shoulders. [Scientists] thought he got those dots like tension points,
like if we poke you here it might connect to somewhere else. Then I
went into the modern practice, thinking back to what the experience is
like for college-aged people. I wanted to plant a seed to reset their
understandings of people who tattoo and people who get tattoos. [So
basically] it was about tattooing as a practice, who [scientists] were
finding with these markings, and then leading briefly into Ink The
Diaspora. It was welcoming to me and [they were] excited about me
being there.
H: Over history, the reasons [to get tattooed] have
changed. Do you think it’s more radical these days,
specifically as a form of resistance against anti-Black
sentiment?

Graphic from Tann's merchendise series.

T: I have a friend, Dorian, who helped me with the name [Ink The
Diaspora], I think she has the most clear example of it being more
radicalized. Her intention is to be very Black, but very “I’m going to
tattoo certain designs about me saying ‘fuck you’’’ to certain things, being pro-Black, being pro-Black
liberation. I feel like she’s radicalizing it and it breaks a lot of [stereotypes] because they’re also very well done

tattoos. The message carries a lot of weight [about] reclaiming [tattoos] too, before she did traditional designs
but reclaimed them in the sense of Blackness and being more radical with it, reclaiming these images and
making them primarily for Black people. Her work expresses that. Other tattoo artists who design the flash
[sales] and the images are people of color. That has the huge resistance to saying we’re not just doing these

white lady heads and white men when it comes to figures. You’re
obviously drawing people so it’s like seeing Black people in these
flashes is resistance…also seeing it in these styles, cool colorful tattoos
with the idea of someone who’s not white behind them. I feel like white
tattoo artists practice a lot of tribal work but not African or Asian
practices; the work is good but it’s just a white tattoo artist’s borrowing
from other peoples’ cultures and tattooing them on other white people.
These white artists are doing it and getting money for it but not really
giving back to these communities who they’re borrowing from...these
people have so many followers and they’re so established and it’s hard
to speak against these tattoo masters, because they’ve been tattooing
for 25 years and I’ve been tattooing for two, like who am I? I can’t
question them and stuff like that. And I’m like no! Any white dude
who’s been doing tribal tattoos for 20 years making mad money off it
while nobody says shit to him doesn’t make him any kind of
master or professional. He should be called out. I don’t care how
long I’ve been doing it or if I’m new to the industry, my
intentions coming into the industry are probably a lot more
genuine than this white dude who doesn’t give a fuck and just
wants the money at the end of the day. I feel like I’ve used my
platform to call out these artists and call out shit that’s
happening. I bring these conversations to the forefront [by]
being intentional about it, not like “fuck all these artists I see
y’all and what you’re doing,” but bringing up critiques from [the
tattooing] community. Tattoos have this kind of resistance and
creating this talking behind it and making people aware, “Hey do
you not see this happening? It is very suss! And people can see
it,” and nobody’s taking the time to say it! There’s ways

other than collecting tattoos to speak on and engage with
the tattoo community.
H: I’ve got one question left to end on a happy note. What would you say is your
favorite part of running Ink The Diaspora?
PRESENCE
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T: The engagement with the people who find this

that what I’m doing is important, that it’s needed,

page, the people I intended on having this page

[that] it’s important work I’m doing. I couldn’t do

showcase. Finding another Black or another

this if I didn’t have that engagement and sharing

person of color who’s queer, who’s nonbinary,

and vice versa. Like a heartfelt message that’s long,

who’s gender non-conforming, who’s trans, who

but long in the sense of what they’re saying comes

reaches out to me and thanks me for the work.

from the heart, and me mentally accepting it, like

Other people finding [Ink The Diaspora] and

‘woah, I’ve felt similarly.’ To have this person share

resonating with it is (sigh of relief). I know I’m not

with me grounds me. At the end of the day the more

the only person but sometimes you think [you

people I can help is what I want to do, I like helping

are], but then I get a random DM or an email

people, I can’t help in every way but I know there’s

thanking me for the work and validating it, and

ways I’m good at helping people. It’s just learning

them reassuring me, and I try to reassure people

what that is, knowing what they need. Ink The

with the constant posting of tattoos on dark skin

Diaspora is all about helping people. So as long as I

so they know [they] can get tattoos, [they] are not
too dark to get tattoos, [they] can get however
many [they] want, [they] can get tatted up and be
dark skinned. I try to offer that reassurance. So to
get that back, and have people DM me and thank
me, it helps so much, it helps to keep going and
trying to put more into the platform. Those are
the most evident things, the clearest thing I’ve
seen come to fruition is what I’ve been putting
into it I’ve been getting back. That’s without a
doubt clear to me. Other people reassuring me

know I’m helping people through this page I’m
always going to enjoy doing it, and it’ll be great to
have this page funded so then I won’t have the
weight of doing it all myself. And I can help people
and pay them for what they’re good at, I can access
other people and help them in that way. And keep
building Ink The Diaspora into something bigger
and bigger.
Art and representation are the core of Ink The
Diaspora’s power. Parker references a friend
(Dorian), who proudly wears her

expertly done pro-Black tattoos,
which disrupt myths about the
inability of dark skin to hold
beautiful, intricate images.
Parker lauds Dorian’s tattoos as a
message that “carries a lot of
weight [about] reclaiming
[tattoos]…she did traditional
designs but reclaimed them in
the sense of Blackness and being

From "The Experience of the Black Tattooer" Panel

@inkthediaspora
more radical with it, reclaiming these images and

of the Womanist here because I feel she

making them primarily for Black people.” Dorian and Ink

would have the same tattoos as Ink The

The Diaspora’s mission to reclaim tattooing as a form of

Diaspora features: the faces of animals,

self-expression and self-love without pain or shame,

delicate flowers created out of intricate lines,

especially for dark-skinned queer women, is a distinct

and black women and children. She may

politic. I propose that Ink The Diaspora’s politic rejects

have Parker’s own tattoo: the word ‘soft’ in

the widespread myths about tattoos on melanin-rich skin

bold font.

that result in violence and replaces that narrative with

Hooks writes of a love for healing and the

one that deems black tattooers as worthy of respect and

knowledge produced by everyday

admiration and dark-skin ideal for tattoos. Ink The

experience. She writes that “when our lived

Diaspora showcases a broad range of black tattoo artists

experience of theorizing is fundamentally

and clients of color, emphasizing the recipient of the

linked to processes of self-recovery, of

tattoo as just as important as the artist who gives it.

collective liberation, no gap exists between

Furthermore, Parker makes a point to focus on the stories

theory and practice. (38).” If Ink The

behind these tattoos, whether they are deeply personal, a

Diaspora’s theory is that dark-skinned

response to anti-black sentiment, or a possible

people are worthy of embodying works of

combination of the two.

art, the practice is showing dark-skinned

The overarching feeling I got while speaking with

people doing just that. There are no gaps

Parker and looking over the submission to Ink The

here, and both bloom from love of art and

Diaspora’s Instagram page was one of mutual love

the representation Ink The Diaspora

between artists, clients, and Parker themself. This brings

provides. Parker themself told me “I try to

to mind the writings of Alice Walker and bell hooks, both

reassure people with the constant posting of

Black feminist theorists.

tattoos on dark skin so they know…[they] are

Walker writes of a love for women and the feminine

not too dark to get tattoos, [they] can get

self through the theory of the Womanist. The Womanist

however many [they] want…I try to offer that

“loves music. Loves dance. Loves the moon. Loves the

reassurance.” Based on the feedback to Ink

Spirit. Loves love and food and roundness. Loves struggle.

The Diaspora through submissions, events,

Loves the Folk. Loves herself. Regardless (11, original

and articles like Bustle’s, I would argue they

emphasis).” I invite the image

do.
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Razors Built for Womankind:
HOW BILLIE RAZORS MAY BE BREAKING BOUNDARIES

A

Written by Sage Reynolds

trip to the razor aisle can be frustrating. Some just

want a cheap razor that gets the job done, but most women’s
razors are not that simple. The price for razors marketed
towards men can be up to 7% cheaper than those marketed
to women (Gooley). This is due to the Pink Tax; the uppricing of products targeted towards women. In
advertisements marketed towards men, you may see a man’s
beard being shaved, but you would be hard-pressed to find
an advertisement featuring a woman’s leg or armpit or pubic
hair. As if by magic, when the feminine body is featured
shaving in an advertisement, they already have no body hair
and are simply shaving over smooth skin. Some shavers are
fed up with this experience of overpriced products and
inaccurate advertisements, which has inspired the birth of
new razor companies, such as Billie.
Billie is re-defining the narrative of female body hair and

Ashley Armitage and features Princess
Nokia’s song “Tomboy.” Billie focuses on

shaving habits. Launched in 2017, Billie was founded by

closeups of women’s hair: armpits, bellies,

Jason Bravman and Georgina Gooley with the vision “to

toes, legs, unibrows bikini line. Finally, an

create an unapologetically, female-first company in the

ad that shows what natural female body

boring, male-dominated shaving category” while rejecting

parts look like: hairy!

the Pink Tax along the way (Gooley). In June of 2018, Billie

“Project Body Hair” is the first razor ad

released “Project Body Hair,” which acts as “a celebration of

to ever show female body hair. This may

female body hair...wherever it is or isn’t” (“The New Body

seem surprising to some, however, negative

Brand”). This online campaign began with a video

discourse around female body hair in

production on Youtube as well as an image gallery on their

media has been around for a long time. An

website. It is also a hashtag (#projectbodyhair) that

editor (Suzanne Levine) of Ms. Magazine, a

encourages people to post photos with as much or as little

liberal feminist magazine first published

body fuzz that they want. The video, which has over 1.2

in 1971, found it “a little disgusting” when

million views and looks like a music video about female body

women allowed their body hair to grow

hair, was directed by

(Herzig 55). However,
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not all past women thought body hair was the bane of
woman’s existence. When looking to past feminist
thinkers, Betty Friedan challenged aspects of
aesthetic femininity and encouraged women —
mainly white, middle-class, suburban housewives —
to question aspects of femininity and their “feminine
fulfillment,” and instead put energy toward seeking
an education, and cultivating independence
(Friedan).
Billie co-founder Gooley told Glamour, “We also
wanted to move the conversation around the
message that razor brands have been sharing with
women—and that shaving is a choice, not an
expectation” because “If we’re not acknowledging
body hair exists, it’s a form of body shaming”
(Cacciatore). The director of the video, Armitage,
adds: “Body hair grows on people of all genders, and
it doesn’t suddenly become 'gross' or 'unhygienic'
when it is on a woman, trans woman, or nonbinary
individual. We wanted to show that body hair is a
choice; shave it, wax it, grow it, or do a bit of both. All
are valid” (Cacciatore). Both Billie and their
campaign “Project Body Hair” are committed to
disrupting dominant hair-attives.
Billie questions why a lack of body hair is
considered a feminine feature. Merran Toerien, a
sociologist, and Sue Wilkinson, a feminist
psychologist, discuss ‘hairlessness’ in “Gender and
Body Hair: Constructing the Feminine Woman.” They
examine how viewing hairlessness as a feminine
aspect equates femininity to a childlike state because
children, biologically, are the only ones without
pubic or armpit hair (Toerien and Wilkinson). They
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claim that equating hairlessness, a childlike state, to

advertisements that target female social

femininity, can reinforce the idea that a woman is

media users that are interested in gender

passive. The authors add that college students in a

politics of brands and companies. But what

study viewed a model with visible armpit and leg

are actual people and other entertainment

hair as more aggressive and stronger than a model

websites saying about Billie? The “Project

with no visible body hair. Simone De Beauvoir, a

Body Hair” video on Youtube has 901

French political activist, adds another layer to the

comments. Comments include: “I relate

discourse regarding female passivity: “...in thus

heavily to the girl only shaving the parts of

accepting her passive role, the girl also agrees to

her legs that show through the rips of her

submit unresistingly to a destiny that is going to be

jeans,” “Oh my goodness! A model with

imposed upon her from without, and this calamity

cellulite, Thank you, it means so much,” “Men

frightens her” (de Beauvoir 168). Are razor brands

have hair in their commercials so why can't

that promote complete hairlessness latently forcing

we!,” and “This has to be the best ad ever.

women to accept a passive role in society? Could

They're like if you want to use our product,

Billie be conversing with feminist theories to reject

it's pretty great! But we respect and support

traditional aspects of femininity such as hairlessness

you if you don’t. And I just think that level of

and therefore passivity?

respect is not seen anywhere else. I shave

Billie has a progressive mission, campaign, and

like twice a year, but you BET I'll be buying
my razors from them during the times I need
them!!!” (Armitage). From examining these
comments, Billie is succeeding in relating to
people with different shaving, or not
shaving, habits.
Is the actual razor even good? Some
reviews on the Billie razor from their website
include: “Shower time just got a whole lot
easier... and cheaper… and more convenient…
and cuter,” “I am prone to razor burn and I
have coarse hair, so I have to go over the
same spot multiple times while shaving... not
with Billie,” and “I used to use a razor named
after a goddess... never again. Billie is the
new goddess.” Buzzfeed, Allure, Byrdie,
Bustle, and Nylon all endorse Billie’s
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products. Serena Williams also
recently invested in Billie’s
business with the statement:
“I’m a lifelong proponent of
equality for women — on and
off the court” (Demopoulos).
So Billie rocks and everyone
should buy their razor if they
want to shave anything or
everything, right? It’s pivotal to
look deeper into Billie’s
mission approach, selling
tactics, and advertisements.
Billie’s mission could seem
ironic by embracing a
movement that makes
purchasing razors obsolete
(Singh-Kurtz). Is this pro-hair
approach genuine? Or is it
trying to appeal to people who
support the pro-hair movement
but still buy a pretty razor to
shave? Is Billie simply
exploiting people with body

“a
“a celebration
celebration
of
of female
female body
body
hair...wherever
hair...wherever
it
it is
is or
or isn’t”
isn’t”

hair/people who choose not to shave to sell their product? Billie
says they are all about being the razor that is there when you
want to shave, but where is the narrative about where this want
comes from? Does an 11-year-old girl who just began to grow hair
want to take a razor to her flesh? Or is she convinced that there is
something fundamentally wrong with female body hair?
(Hampton). Is the video “Project Body Hair” exploiting people
that grow their body hair to sell a product that will do just the
opposite? It’s easy to be skeptical of Billie, whose mission is to
“make the internet a little fuzzier” while selling products to strip
that fuzz from real life” (Hampton).
Another critique to consider is Billie’s inclusion of different
types of bodies and people. One of Billie’s mottos is: “Razors built
for Womankind” (“The New Body Brand”). Is Billie being as
progressive as they appear by stating their razors are built for
womankind and are female first? This seemingly progressive
motto is not explicitly trans and non-binary inclusive. Creating a
woman-centric company is a step in the inclusive direction, but
what about addressing people with body hair who do not identify
as a woman? It seems that Billie is making space for a
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wide range of bodies in the “Project
Body Hair” video, however, Billie could
have easily included images or words to
include trans and non-binary bodies. If
this brand prides themselves on their
progressive model of pro-hair, where is
the discourse around body hair on noncis women?
Billie’s efforts to disrupt the
dominant discourse around female
body hair are receiving praise from
customers and critics. Creating more
access to products through Billie’s
cheaper prices and relatability to more
bodies is an important effort to
recognize. Knowing how Billie can
improve too is just as crucial. But no
matter how progressive a company may
be, it is always important to look deeper
into their mission and what
assumptions these promises lie on.
Other razor companies should take
notes from Billie, but ultimately it is up
to you if a hair removal tool can be prohair.

Images in this article are from “The New Body Brand.” My Billie, Billie
https://mybillie.com
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HAIRY POTTER DESIGNS

UNIQUELY YOURS.

The nation's leading personalized gift company.

4247 LANDING STRIP WAY
PERSONALIZE A GIFT FOR A SPECIAL FRIEND! ALL
YOU HAVE TO DO IS SEND IN SOME OF YOUR HAIR
AND WE WILL BURN IT INTO A CERAMIC FORM FOR
YOUR LOVED ONES! BE A PART OF YOUR GIFTS!
CANT GET MUCH MORE PERSONAL THAN THIS.
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If you enjoyed our magazine don't
forget to sign up for a subscription at
http://www.presence.com !
With love,

